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The Gulf Region At Cross Roads
Peace is at Risk While Warmongering Goes On
Gulf affairs have once again come to
the limelight following the eruption of border
disputes among the ruling tribes. These disputes
have often led to major wars, the last of which
has been the war to liberate Kuwait from Iraqi
occupation. If not contained, these disputes are
potentially dangerous and will always make
the region unstable. The continuation of the
tribal mentality in the government of the region
is a recipe for these disputes, the price of which
will always be paid by the people.
Four major events took place in this
arena last month. Saudi Arabia, motivated by
old animosities with its southern neighbour,
Yemen, has embarked on a campaign to prevent
that country from cultivating its oil-production
potentials. The oil in Yemen has largely been
discovered in areas near the borders with Saudi
Arabia. Infact, borders in those regions have
never been marked making it possible for
disputes to develop, especially when the Saudis
are on one side of the disputed border. Riyadh
has given written warnings to oil companies
taking part in exploration activities in Yemen
not to go ahead with their venture lest they
loose their interests in Saudi businesses. Yemen
has been hit hard by economic difficulties
following its anti-war stand in the Gulf dispute
that had been initiated by the Iraqi occupation
of Kuwait More than one million Yemenis
were expelled from Saudi Arabia in revenge
for their government’s policy vis-a-vis the
* armed conflict championed by the Uni ted States
of America. Yemen desperately needs economic
uplifting and producing oil on commercial
levels would have blunted the Saudi economic
sword. Furthermore, the Saudis are supposed
to return some towns near the border to Yemen
in 1994 according to an agreement with Yemen
some years ago. The recent escalation of
hostilites is intended, by Riyadh, among other
things, to impede this process.
Secondly, a cloud of a political crisis
has now receded following an Iranian
administrative step regulating its sovereignty
over Abu Musa, one of the three islands seized
by the Shah in 1971. The Shah’s action followed
an understanding with both Saudi Arabia and
Britain granting Iran control over the islands in
return for relinquishing its claim over Bahrain.
The recent development, in which Iran has told
the United Arab Emirates that visitors to and
inhabitants of the island need Iranian
permission, was seized by Iraq to launch an
attack on Iran in an attempt to foster a positive
“Arabist" image following her fiasco in KuwaiL
Although the incident has passed without much
complication, ithas served as a reminder of the

fragility of the situation in the Gulf especially
when it comes to border issues.

Thirdly, the International Commission
charged with settling the border issue between
Iraq and Kuwait has suggested some
modifications to the present agreed markings.
It has extended Kuwait’s sovereignty to half
the Iraqi port of Umm Qasr at the mouth of the
Gulf, extended the Kuwaiti borders by one
third of a mile inside Iraq, and granted Kuwait
control over almost half of the Al Rumaila oil
fields. Apparently, Saddam Hussain, who sees
the American pressure on his regime unyielding,
has expressed no serious objections to the
proposals of the United Nations Commission.
After all Iraq is being destroyed systematically
while Saddam and his clique are clinging to
power. On the other hand, these proposals are
being resisted by the Iraqi opposition which is
unanimous in its rejection of the proposed
alterations and view them as yet another
ingredient for further disputes between the two
neighbouring states. They have launched a
campaign to influence the situation and have
appealed to the Kuwaiti government not to
agree to these proposals.

Finally, the Bahraini-Qatari border
dispute has flared up once again. This time, as
the case has always been, Qatar started the
controversy. The Emir of Qatar, Sheikh Khalifa
bin Ahmad Al Than! issued a Royal Decree
defining the borders of his country and stating
that his authority extend to 12 nautical miles
along the shores of Qatar. This is in contrast
with the Bahrain’s Government’s claim to the
island of Huwar which is barely two miles off
the Qatari coast If it accepts the assertions of
the Emir of Qatar she will have to redraw the
map of Bahrain once again. Previously the Al
Khalifa of Bahrain have claimed sovereignty
over the town of Zebara on the north-western
region of Qatar. In the sixties, the tribes ageed
that Al Khalifa relinquished claim for the town
of Zebara in return for Al Thani’s closing the
border file and accepting their rivals control
over the islands of Huwar. However, in 1986
the dispute flared up after the Bahraini side
started building a border post on a reef midway
between the two countries known as Fasht al
Dibel. Twenty nine people working for the
Dutch Construction Company, Ballast Nidam,
on the site were arrested after a Qatari airborne
attack on the reef. The incident took place at a
time of a hightened tension amidst the ongoing
Iraq-Iran war. The Saudis hurried to contain
the situation, but their efforts were fruitless.
That dispute has always clouded the Gulf
Cooperation Summits in the last six years and

is not showing any sign of abating.
In the 11th GCC summit December
1990, the meeting was on the verge of collapse
when an agreement was reached giving the
Saudi monarch, King Fahd, a six-month period
to try to salvage the situation. If he failed, the
two parties, by mutual agreement, would take
up the case with the International Court of
Justice for a final judgement. Apparently, King
Fahd’s efforts could not make a headway to
diffuse the ciris, and Qatar promptly hurried to
put the case to the H ague. B ahrain protested but
to no avail. Last month’s Qatari Decree has
only caused a worsening of the situation by
trying to impose a de facto situation, knowing
that the Al Khalif had few options and a little
room to maneuvre. Unfortunately, neither of
the two tribal regimes in Doha and Manama
enjoys the support of his people. In the two
countries the internal situation is fragile and
the public opinion is being polarised in favour
of serious political reforms. Qataris have been
demanding constitutional reforms leading to
institutionalised democracy. A petition
containing these demands was handed to the
Emir earlier this year.
On the other hand, the internal situation
in Bahrain has remained in a stalemate with the
government of the Al Khalifa refusing to take
any positive step in the direction of reforms.
More than one hundred political prisoners are
still in jails, more than one thousand people
remain in exile, and the State of Emergency
remains in force. The opposition demands the
restoration of Constitutional life which requires
the lifting of the State of Emergency and the
laws associated with it, the reinstitution of
democracy as decreed by the 1973 Constitution
and the unconditional release of political
prisoners. The Emiri step ‘pardoning’ some of
the exiles announced last month was rejected
by the opposition who said it was “too little, too
late’’.

The situation in the Gulf is fragile, and
the continuation of the status quo is doing
nothing to improve it Perhaps one of the most
important factors contributing to the tension
and confusion is the lack of political reforms
and internal dialogue. None of the countries
involved in the current upsurge of internal
conflicts has a political platform for public
participation in the running of the states, apart
from Iran which has an elected Majlis, and
Yemen which will have parliamentary elections
next Autumn. The lack of these ‘facilities* will
continue to cause tension, conflicts, and possibly
wars. People of the region are messengers of
peace whilst the tribal rulers have proved
themselves to be the war lords of the Gulf.
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Pardon! But Who is the Criminal?
The Emiri Order is an Affront to Human Taste
In the light of the announcement
published by the state-run media on 3 April
1992 regarding the so-called Emiri (Royal)
order to “pardon" 57 Bahrainis living abroad
because of “crimes” they had committed in
violation of Passport/Immigration and State
Security laws. The 57, whose names were not
published, were those who had attempted to
return home in the past two years but were
refused entry and expelled to various countries
ranging from Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia, U.A.E
and Kuwait The announcement emphasised
that these people had committed "crimes" and
were pardoned after their families pleaded to
Bahrain “leaders” for mercy.
The media spared no time in hailing the
Emiri order as a proof of the kindness and
tolerance of“His Highness" the “beloved Emir".
On die following day, 4 April, the Interior
Ministry published an announcement in both
dailies “Akhbar Alkhalij" and “Alayyam”
calling on those families who have sons and
daughters outside Bahrain and whom the
specifications of the Emiri order covers their
cases to report to the Ministry for completing
the pardon procedures.

e Constitution
ay to Stability
iiculed by the opposition and considered
X3 little, too late”.
The opposition is unanimous in its
nands, and has campaigned all along to
lievc them. Itbclievesstability and tranquility
the country can only be achieved if the
/eminent carries out the following:
Frees all political prisoners whose detention
n act of aggression against the people. Most
hese prisoners are considered ‘prisoners of
j^cience’ by international human rights
anisations.
Lifts the state of emergency that has been in
ce for the last 36 years. This implies the
apping of the State Security Law of 1974 as
relude to security and proper welfare of the
jple.

Takes practical steps to enact the .
istitution, the suspension of which by the
lir in 1975 led to all the ills th at have befallen
country. This is a step forward on the path
establish a state of institutions and public
ticipation.
Announces its readiness to allow the limited
m of dmocratic practice called for by the
ns titution.
Talks are rife in the country that the
eminent is intending to follow the Saudi
• of imposing a Consultative Council whose
nbers are nominated by the ruler. The
mment is hereby warned against such a
ward step that will only create mistrust
more resentment among the people. The
ile of Bahrain will never accept a situation
hich they find theselves taken back tweny .
• whilst nations world wide are developing
representative regimes.

Some families have responded to the
announcement and contacted the Interior
Ministry. They were interviewed by intelligence
officers such as Adel Flaifel and questioned
about the activities of their sons abroad. On
other occasions intelligence officers paid visits
to some families and conducted their
interrogation. Questioning concentrated on
specific issues such as: what are the exact
addresses and telephone numbers of the exiles?
Have the exiles contacted Amnesty International
or any other international human rights
organisation? Did the exiles write to foreign
press regarding the situation in Bahrain? What
are the political aims of the exiles? And so on.
Some people upon reading and hearing
about the “pardon” packed their luggages and
returned home. The reception was contrary to
what they expected: three days in detention
followed by expoltion to a different country.
The different country nowadays is either Saudi
Arabia or U.A.E, not Iran any more. The
expelled are told to go out until their families
plead for their return.
The episode is one which the Al Khalifa
hope to achieve several objectives. Firstly, it is
a cosmetic exercise aimed at showing the
outside world, especially the international
human rights organisations that the oppression
is ending. Secondly, it is an attempt tosilence
the Shia population at a time when the Sunni
section of society started to move against the
dictatorship of Al Khalifa. The latter s objective
was similar to what the authorities did in the
fifties when the Sunnis united with the Shias in
a unified framework (The High Executive
Committee) and nearly toppled the tribal
regime, had it not been for the intervention of
the British army. This time the situation is
made worse by the conflict with Qatar, and the
Al Khalifa family is desperate for quietening
the traditional opposition posed by the Shia
population.
However, neither of the two objectives
are achieveable. Internationally, all human
rights organisations are well aware of thenature
of the “State Security Law” which empowers
the Interior Ministry to order the administrative
detention of any political suspect for three
years without trial, and which denies the suspect
any kind of appeal before the State Security
Court. As long as this law is valid, the authorities
can resort to their oppressive campaigns
whenever they wish and whenever the current
climate disappears. Moreover, in Bahrain there
is no independent judiciary to protect the rights
of the citizens, there is no free media to speak
out against the wrong-doings and there are no
pressure groups functioning freely in the society
to protect the interests of the various sections
of the society.

In the early eighties the authorities
permitted exiles belonging to leftist groups to
return to the country. When some of those who
returned attempted to speak out in 1986, they
were arrested and locked-up, and one of them
Dr. Hashem Al-Alawi lost his life after few
days of detention. Those who return these days
are facing the same fate. They arc required to
apologise’ and “repent" from what the
authorities term “crimes” committed against
the State Security Law and the Immigration &

Passport Law. The latter refers to those who
had travelled to unfavourite countries without
permission or had extended the validity of their
passports after being barred to return home
Indeed, some of those whoretumed were ordered
to write letters to “His Highness the Emir" to
thank him and pledge not to commit “crimes"
again.
Thepeopleof Bahrain are experiencing
extreme hardships on all sides. The absence of
political freedom and any form of accountability
is creating an unbearable situation. The Sunni
and Shia sections of the society find themselves
united in their pursuit of a descent living
standard. The government cannot sell the idea
of appointing a consultative assembly, neither
can the people of Bahrain accept a backward
form of governing.

Ex-MP Challenges the Emir
Dr Abdul Hadi Khalaf, who won his
constituency parliamentary election in 1973
(the authorities disqualified him claiming he
was underage), is a well-known figure in the
national opposition returned to Bahrain on 18
March 1992 after more than a decade in exile.
He was detained, interrogated and expelled to
London after 18 hours of his arrival. In an open
letter to the Emir (Pnnce) published in the
London-based Arabic daily “Al-Quds Al-Arabi"
of 28 April 1992, he challenged the nominal
head of State to abide by his oath declared on
16/12/1973 (i.e. at the first session of the
dissolved National Assembly) to respect the
constitution which guaranteed the rights of
citizen . Dr Khalaf argued that the coup
orchestrated against the constitution in 1975
was the prime cause of instability in the country.

This coup resul ted in the persecution of
the opposition which led to imprisonment,
torture exile and death; while at the same time
the opposition remained loyal to democratic
principles.
The latest offer of a “pardon” was
irrelevant as no one would exile himself
voluntarily. Or Khalaf proposed that the Emir
apologised for halting the democratic process
and expel the foreign intelligence officers.

Fakhroo's Advice to the Emir
Mr Abdulla Ali Jasim Fakhroo, an
opposition figure in his fifties has been
intensifying his campaign in thepasttwo years,
by speaking in public and distributing open
letters to the head of the state (Emir), Sheikh
Issa bin Salman Al-Khalifa. In one of these
letters, he reminded the Emir : that his rein
could have not been achieved had it not been
for the demise of another king, that people are
suffering under his oppression and corruption
and that the only way for him is to declare his
repentace before God and people.
It is important to note that Mr Abdulla
Fakhroo comes from a wealthy and leading
Sunni family.
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Bahrain's Economy: Losing Business Confidence -Pad 3When the British decided to leave the
region at the end of the 1960s, they asked the
rulers of Bahrain, Qatar and the seven
emirates comprising today’s U.AE if they
like to become one country. The Al Khalifa
family debated all aspects surrounding the
issue and at the end they came up with a
negative decision. The major reason was
which “royal family" would have the ultimate
power? Their backward mentality could not
help them accept power sharing. Certainly,
the Al Khalifa were not thinking about the
future of the Bahraini people. It was all too
clear that Bahrain could not stand on its feet
for long with so acute shortage of natural and
capital resources.
If Bahrain was part of the proposed
grouping, then at least the future for the
subjects were more secured. One may not
understand the antagonistic relationship
between the Al Khalifa of Bahrain and Al
Than! of Qatar.
The neighbouring countries are locked
in a dispute over some small islands. Both
countries are members of the so-called Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC), effectively
dominated by Saudi Arabia. Qatar is located
to the south of Bahrain, and the disputed
islands are just off the coast of Qatar, a
country that is 16.5 times larger than Bahrain.
Qatar’s GDP is about twice that of Bahrain,
but its economy is highly dependent on oil,
much more than Bahrain is. Qatar is expected
to run out of oil after 25 years based on its
current oil output, but its gas reserves are
reckoned to be 163 trillion cubic feet
(compromising 13.5% of the proven reserves
of the Middle East and 4% of the world).
The disputed islands, known as
Hawar, comprise some 7.3% of Bahrain’s
land area. Currently, the islands are under
Bahrain’s control. In the mid 1980s, the two
nations were near a full scale war had it not
been formediationbySaudi Arabia and other
GCC member states. Bahrain has not been
making any use of the islands to avoid
angering Qatar. During the 1990 GCC summit
in Doha, at a time when Kuwait was being
occupied by the Iraqi troops, Qatar reportedly
insisted that a resolution must be found to the
problem; to Qatar, asoludonmeansadecision
in its favour. Earlier in 1991, Qatarraised the
spectrum again by filing a suit in the Court
in the Hague, claiming geographical rights
over the islands. Last month the conflict
temperature peaked again. At any rate, the
resurgenceof the territorial dispute with Qatar
is definitely not timely for Bahrain’s badly
needed business confidence.
In order to make money, and prove
that they can run the state, the Al Khalifa
turned to all sorts of practices, as the end
justifies the means to them. These actions
include making Bahrain aplace where others
come for alcoholic drinking and Kerb
crawling. The latter have accelerated and
flourished following the opening of “King
Fahd" causeway, linking Bahrain to Saudi
Arabia.
t
The Saudi government, for one, cannot
allow the sale ofalcoholic beverages because
that will undermine its validity and religious
legitimacy.

The Al Khalifa resort io other kinds of
raising money. Already taxes and fees bring
in 13% of the budget revenues and service
fees on government goods make another 16%
of the state income. People are heavily
burdened with all sorts of indirect duties
levied on incoming goods. The custom
officials charge 20% tariff on vehicles versus
only 4% in Kuwait.
The Al Khalifa will be earning
additional funds from the U.S. in return for
the use of naval and air base facilities. The
U.S naval presence in the Gulf began from
Bahrain in 1949. In the late 1980s, the US
built an air base, reportedly costing some
$100 million.
One major advantage to Al Khalifa is
economic stimulation. The Americans spend
a great dealoftimeinthe markets, restaurants
and entertainmcntcentres.Thatmeans money.
In fact big money because the troops love to
consume. Americans buy food and clothing
in huge quantities or “king" size.
One of the fields which the Al Khalifa
government claims a credit is banking which
also started to decline. Nevertheless, the
authorities are sparing no efforts to restore

confidence in the country’s future prospects.
Some banks have been leaving the country.
The number of banks has been declining
since mid 1980s. For example, in 1989
Bahrain had 56 Off-shore Banking Units
(OBUs) versus 67 in 1987. During the Kuwaiti
crises, some banks took advantage of the
development and left the island. Still, some
banks left because of bad loans. The courts in
the country are increasingly becoming liberal
in their verdicts, favouring individuals rather
than institutions. Most of the British and
American banks are notoperating in Bahrain.
Citibank was the first OBU and remains a
market leader and a school from which many
bankers graduate. Unlike all other American
banks save Bankers Trust and Morgan,
Citibank is highly committed to international
banking. Citibank succeeded in drawing in
more deposits from the nervous people
following the eruption of the crisis in 1990, as
the Bank was viewed to be more of a safe
haven compared to the local ones. Some
banks have closed their offices in Bahrain,
only to open new ones in Dubai, Bahrain’s
arch rival. Furthermore, technology is making
it easier to do a great deal of banking operation
without having representatives all over the
world. The regional tensions (two wars in
one decade) have taken their toll on the
Bahrain’s Area Distribution
banking system. Earlier in 1991, the collapse
of the Bank of Credit and Commerce
There is discrimination inB ahraineven
in the area allotment. The idea of segmenting
International (BCCI) created adverse
Bahrain originated in the early eighties when
publicity for Arab banking in general. The
the modem census started (May 1981). The
case was of extreme importance for the
place where the ruling family resides was alloted
government because Bahrain is the main
the largest area. Bahrain's total area is 693.15
Middle East and Arab banking centre.
square kelometer ore nearly 265 square miles.
Prospects for continued financial
The country is an archilpelgo consisting of
assistance to the Al Khalifa government from
some 33 scattered idlands. The island of
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab
Bahram, which encompasses the capital
Emirates are not clear. The rich GCC members
Manama, consumes some 85% of the total
provide financial grants to the country because
area. Other significant islands are Muharraq
of fear of civil disorder one day. This in turn
and Sitra. For administrative purposes, the
would have adverse consequences for the
country wasdivided into 12regions.Following
stability of the conservative Gulf. However,
is the percentage distributiom(Riffa 42.07),
today, Kuwait has a unique situation after the <
(Western 2232), (Hawar 0730), (Northern
devastation caused by the Iraqi and Allied
0532), (Central05.07),(Sitra 04.13),(Manama
troops. The U.AE is deeply involved in the
03.70), (Jiddhafs 03.12),(Muharraq 02.22),
BCCI affair, because the ruling Zayed family
(Hamad Town 01.89), (Isa Town 01.79), (Hidd
00.87).
controls some 75% of the interests. The losses
Riffa where the Amir and his assocites
could amount to some $5,000 million, enough
live is a very strategic territory. Awali or the
to make it concerned about its own financial
petroleum industry city complex is located to
health. The only other exception is Saudi
the south of it. The giant and successful
Arabia. Certainly, the Kingdom will help but
Alumium Bahram is liewisc at Riffa. All but
with aid price is attached. Well, the Al Khalifa
not mentioning the electricity issue. The new
government will not mind as long as it makes
Hamad Town, named after the Crown Prince, is
money.In 1990,Bahrain received $97 million
only 1.89% of the total land size, though many
representing 8% of the revenues in the form
people are decived to think it is much larger.
of “external grants”.
Many residents hate the name of the town
Theregional conflicts have taken their
because it is specifically that of the heir to the
throne, a playboy who spends most of his time . toll of the economy. The country hart to cope
with the Iraq -Iran war for eight years from
entertaining foreign women in his manssions.
September 1980 to August 1988. The end of
The Amir likewise has put his name on a
town— Isa. Fortunately, people refer to’it as - Gulf War 1 brought relief to business
madina or the city (do not confuse it with ; community. It took Saddam Hussein less
London)..
...
' than two years to start a new conflict, this
time sending his ruthless troops southbound
Hawar;'the disputed arc eoth Qatar, is 7.3%
to Kuwait Bahrain was forced to make new
of the total area. The Hawar case is currently in ■ arrangements to accommodate the very
the Hague for a'ruling. Qatar filed a case with j dangerous developments. The tensions were
the international court.' althoughHawar is'7an< very close to Bahrain. The business
integral part of Bahrain,
community has learnt never to be optimistic
again.

